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I. INTRODUCTION
In today's world, as technologies evolve with exponential
speed, almost every aspect of our lives becomes more and
more dependent on AI. One of the most growing AI fields is
computer vision. Using computer vision tasks like image
processing, object detection, object tracking, and text
recognition makes tremendous achievements. One of these
achievements is the autonomous security systems, which are
heavily used in our daily lives. These use-cases vary from
simple home door lock systems and/or smartphone AR
camera toys to highly secure government applications and
national bank security systems.
Object detecting and tracking in an environment with a
presence of multiple obstacles is a very common task, but the
existing solutions sometimes can be very expensive in
computational resources and expensive in general.
This paper addresses several concepts of image
processing, object detection, and object tracking and suggests
optimal use cases for each of the spoken concepts, and also
suggests the best general solution for this task.
II. COMPUTER VISION
Computer vision is an interdisciplinary scientific field that
deals with how computers can gain high-level understanding
from digital images, videos, or live footage, for example, from
security cameras. From the perspective of engineering, it
seeks to understand and automate tasks that the human visual
system can do. Computer vision is concerned with the
automatic extraction, analysis, and understanding of useful
information from a single footage frame or a sequence of
frames. It involves the development of a theoretical and
algorithmic basis to achieve automatic visual understanding.
As a scientific discipline, computer vision is concerned with
the theory behind artificial systems that extract information

from images. The image data can take many forms, such as
video sequences, views from multiple cameras, or
multidimensional data from a medical scanner. As a
technological discipline, computer vision seeks to apply its
theories and models for the construction of computer vision
systems [1-5].
Computer vision suggests solutions for a variety of
problems some of which are listed below:
● Recognition
○ Object recognition
○ Object classification
○ Object localization
○ Frame segmentation
○ Object detection
● Motion analysis
○ Egomotion
○ Tracking
○ Optical flow
III. RECOGNITION
In computer vision, recognition is a general term that
describes the process of analyzing, classifying digital images
and identifying different objects in them. These three main
problems of object recognition in the digital frame often create
confusion about the meaning and difference between these
terms.
A. Object recognition
The term object recognition is mainly used to encompass
both image classification (a task requiring an algorithm to
determine what object classes are present in the image), as
well as object detection (a task requiring an algorithm to
localize all objects present in the image) tasks.
B. Object classification
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Take a look at Figure 1 that shown below:

consistency of the selected frame firstly. To solve this
problem, we rely on the concept of frame segmentation. The
algorithm of frame segmentation is basically dividing the
selected frame into segments and individually analyzing them
to get the essential data for the particular problem. The reason
for this procedure is to get rid of the unnecessary data that the
selected frame possibly can content.
It is common knowledge that any image consists of a set
of pixels. The way the frame segmentation works is by
grouping together the frame’s pixels that have similar
signatures (color range, pixel location, etc.) (Figure 4).

Figure 1

It’s obvious that there is a dog in the image. Let’s pause
for a moment to analyze how we recognize it instantly.
As we already have knowledge about how a dog looks, we can
classify the object type shown in the picture above as a dog.
And this is a basic concept of the purpose of object
classification (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The basic concept of object classification.

This example describes a case where there is only one
main object shown in the image. In the case of having multiple
objects in the image, the object recognition algorithm must
iterate over all possible predicted classes for every object to
correctly classify all the objects.
After all classification jobs are finished, the object
recognition algorithm stumbles upon determining objects’
locations in the selected frame of the current content.
C. Object localization
Object localization refers to identifying the location of
one or more objects in an image and drawing a bounding box
around their extent (Figure 3).

Figure 4. Frame segmentation example.

E. Object detection
As described above, the object localization task is
responsible for the single object localization in the selected
frame. In the case when the object recognition algorithm must
deal with multiple object localization problems, object
detection concepts can be used. Object detection does multiple
object localization in a single frame.
IV. GENERAL SUMMARY
Summing up the computer vision recognition problem.
Now we have a theoretical understanding of how each of its
main components work.
● Object classification - classifies the content of the
current frame
● Object localization - locates a single object in the
current frame
● frame segmentation - creates a pixel-wise mask for
each object in the current frame
● Object detection - locates multiple objects in the
current frame
In Figure 5 you can see examples of each problem.

Figure 5. Examples of each computer vision problem
Figure 3. Object localization

V. MOTION ANALYSES
D. Frame segmentation
When we have an object recognition problem, before
applying the object detection, classification, and even
localization algorithms, it is crucial to understand the

Motion analysis is the method that studies a sequence of
graphical frames (that can be retrieved from a video and/or
some footage from a high-speed camera) and gives us
information about apparent motions in the given frames. This
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algorithm may vary based on the application/scenario. In
some scenarios, the camera can be steadily fixed and the
objects of interest can be in random motion (Figure 7). In the
other scenario, the shooting camera can be mounted on a
moving object that moves around a point of interest. There can
even be cases when both the shooting camera and the object
of interest are moving.
For simplicity, let’s say that the camera is an
approximation of a pinhole camera. In this case, each pixel of
the selected frame is reflected by a single ray coming from the
corresponding point of the scene (to which our camera is
pointing) that is illuminated by the light source (Figure 6).

A. Egomotion
Egomotion is a motion of the camera in the space of the
selected scene [6]. Computer vision applications are using
egomotion principles to estimate the moving camera’s motion
corresponding to one or multiple objects in the observed scene
[7]. For example, let’s consider a scene that has been shot by
a flying drone over a forest. We will see that trees are moving
towards the camera. In this case, the egomotion algorithm can
calculate where the selected tree is after some flight and
inform the main drone algorithm if it is an obstacle for flight.
Figure 8 shows another scenario of egomotion algorithm
principles.

Figure 8. Egomotion principles by moving cars.
Figure 6. The pinhole camera example.

As you can see in this case, the motion analyzing
algorithm can easily detect motion by simply comparing two
frames taken at different times.

B. Tracking
If the motion analysis concepts are used to detect motion
in the frame sequence that the video tracking or just tracking
is an algorithm that helps to locate moving objects over time
using video frames or directly reading frames from the camera
hardware. Video tracking can be a very time-consuming
process depending on the amount of data that needs to be
processed. In some cases, to perform video tracking first, the
application needs to use an object recognition technology to
find the object of interest in the frames and then perform the
video tracking algorithm to locate and track that object [8].

Figure 7. The steadily mounted camera and moving objects around
it.

The simplest case for motion analysis is the motion
detection application. That means that the working algorithm
has to find out if any pixel has been changed throughout the
sequence of frames. In the more complex applications, the
motion analyzing algorithm must track groups of pixels (that
are together forming a rigid object) during some time, and/or
examine magnitudes and directions of the moving pixels. The
algorithm is working with the information that corresponds to
one frame at a time, which means that this algorithm gives us
time-depended information about motion.

Figure 9. Tracking of the basketball ball.

The main principle of video tracking is to find the selected
object in the sequence of frames (Figure 9). That problem can
be hard to solve in case that the speed of moving objects is
greater than the frame rate. Another difficulty while trying to
find a solution for this problem is that the tracked object
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changes the moving direction or the moving angle. One
possible solution for the aforementioned problem is to
generate a motion model. The motion model is a set of
instructions that describes the possible movements of the
object that might be captured in the video frames.
C. Optical Flow
In a sequence of frames, an observable pattern of motion
caused by objects, surfaces, and edges moving relative to each
other is called an optical flow (Figure 10 [9, 10]). Except for
object detection and tracking, optical flow algorithms are used
in various other areas such as image dominant plane
extraction, movement detection, robot navigation, and visual
odometry [11]. The optical flow algorithms are well known
for being of big use in drone software. The problem of
inferring not only the motion of the observer and objects in
the scene but also the arrangement of objects and the
environment is addressed by optical flow. Since knowledge of
motion and the generation of mental maps of our world are
critical components of animal (and human) vision, the transfer
of this intellectual ability to a computer capability is also
essential in the case of computer vision [12].

This is a very simple solution for this problem, but it is
very handy in many scenarios. The separation of the object of
interest can be done in many ways. One of these ways is using
object detection based on object color and shape. This method
can be used in cases when the object of interest has one main
color and has a non-complex shape (for example, “red ball” the object has a circular shape in a 2D frame and it has the one
main color, which is red). For separation, the object detection
algorithm needs to be initialized with the object of interest,
then the tracking algorithm needs to extract that object from
the mainframe and consider the case with an empty rectangle
and the “shadow” of the tracking object (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Creating shadow of the red ball.

As you can see, the tracking algorithm (left side) is using
the white shadow of the actual red object.
The other way to consider only one object from the whole
frame is by using Haar cascades. A Haar cascade is a machine
learning-based approach where a cascade function is trained
from a lot of positive and negative images. It is then used to
detect objects in other images. Let’s discuss an example with
a face tracking problem. To train the classifier, the algorithm
requires a large number of positive images (images of faces)
and negative images (images without faces). After that, we
must collect features from it. Haar features, as seen in Figure
12 below, are used for this.

Figure 10. Optical Flow

VI. THE PROBLEM OF OBJECT DETECTION IN AN
ENVIRONMENT WITH OBSTACLES
In an environment with a presence of a lot of obstacles, the
object detection and tracking problem can be very difficult
and in some cases even impossible. To solve this problem
some solutions are described below. These solutions may vary
in different scenarios.
1. Separation of the object of interests from the entire
frame
2. Generating rough 3D map using single frame and
descriptions for each detected object
3. Switch the view if it is applicable for the problem

A. Possible solution 1

Figure 12. The Haar features.

Each feature is a single value calculated by subtracting the
number of pixels beneath the white rectangle from the sum of
pixels beneath the black rectangle. (Just imagine how much
computation does it need? Even a 24x24 window results in
over 160000 features). But usually, the non-face area of an
image makes up the majority of the image. As a result, using
a simple method to verify whether a window is not a face
region is a better idea than analyzing the whole image in order
to find the face. If it isn't, throw it out in one go and don't
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bother processing it again. Instead, concentrate on areas where
a face may appear. We may spend more time testing potential
face regions in this way. To avoid this let's use the cascade of
classifiers. Instead of applying all 160000 features on a
window, the features are grouped into different stages of
classifiers and applied one by one. If a window fails the first
stage, discard it. So, the window, which passes all stages is a
face region [13, 14].
After determining the face region, the tracking algorithm
needs to just cut it from the whole frame and use it like it was
used in the above example with a ball.
B. Possible solution 2

ball can appear after coming out. When one of the algorithms
catches the ball, the other threads must be killed to save the
processing resources.
C. Possible solution 3
Now let’s discuss the case when the ball goes behind the
cube but the object tracking algorithm can’t determine the 3D
sizes of the cube and can’t perform an egomotion algorithm.
The simplest and obvious solution to continue object tracking
is to find another viewpoint so the cube doesn’t overlap the
ball in the selected frame (Figure 15).

This The main goal of this solution is to generate
information about the 3D objects in 2D video footage. For
example, the video frame shows the big empty room with a
square floor. The camera that captures all is mounted in the
nearest top right-hand corner of the room. In the middle of the
room, there is a solid box. Also, there is a moving blue ball in
Figure 13.

Figure 15. The other viewpoint in the room.

The main problem of this solution is to calculate which
viewpoint to choose. For this purpose, the object tracking
algorithm must use a very well-trained neural network
because the object can have a non-symmetric shape.
VII. CONCLUSION
Figure 13. A cube and a ball inside the square room.

When the ball gets behind the cube, the object tracking
algorithm will lose the target and it can’t be recovered
automatically. But what if the algorithm can determine that
the obstacle is a cube with certain dimensions and the ball is
behind it (Figure 14).

Computer vision has many use cases and many algorithms
for each possible problem. They are based on human vision
and decision techniques.
For object detecting and tracking in an obstacle-full
environment, the algorithm must be dynamically adjustable
and must combine several solutions. It must handle as many
corner cases as it can, but it doesn’t need to be very complex
in order to save some computing time and resources.
In this article, we have spoken about 3 simple solutions
for this problem, but there can be more solutions depending
on the selected environment and object of interest.
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